One of the auspicious nanomaterials which has exceptionally enticed researchers is carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as the result of their excellent thermal properties. In this investigation, an experiment was carried out on three kinds of CNTs-nanofluids with various CNTs added to de-ionized water to compared and analyze their thermal conductivity properties. The main purpose of this study was to introduce a combination of experimental and modelling approaches to forecast the amount of thermal conductivity using four different neural networks. Between MLP-ANN, ANFIS, LSSVM, and RBF-ANN Methods, it was found that the LSSVM produced better results with the lowest deviation factor and reflected the most accurate responses between the proposed models. the regression diagram of experimental and estimated values shows an R2 coefficient of 0.9806 and 0.9579 for training and testing sections of the ANFIS method in part a, and in the b, c and d parts of the diagram, coefficients of determination were 0.9893& 0.9967 and 0.9974 & 0.9992 and 0.9996& 0.9989 for training and testing part of MLP-ANN, RBF-ANN and LSSVM models. Also, the effect of different parameters was investigated using a sensitivity analysis method which demonstrates that the temperature is the most affecting parameter on the thermal conductivity with a relevancy factor of 0.66866.
INTRODUCTION
There are continuous efforts all over the world to enhance heat transfer rates with minimal utilization of energy and different strategies have been found in their way [1] [2] [3] . All these strategies may be broadly classified either as Passive technique or Active technique. Passive technique includes improving properties of the fluids and materials, design modifications etc., which doesn't need any secondary power for increasing heat transfer rate whereas active technique requires auxiliary power for enhancing heat transfer [4] [5] [6] . Since saving energy is call for the better environment, passive techniques always gain attention first [7, 8] . An eminent passive technique for improving thermal properties of liquids is adding high thermal conductive solid particles to liquid [9] [10] [11] . The resulting mixture of solid-liquid exhibits increased thermal conductivity than the pure liquid [12] [13] [14] [15] .
One of the auspicious nanomaterials which has exceptionally enticed researchers is carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as the result of their excellent thermal properties. Different energy systems and industrial processes involve with heat transfer by using working fluids [16, 17] . Under this condition, the fluids' thermal properties perform a crucial part in providing equipments with energy-effective heat transfer.
Nonetheless, oil, ethylene glycol and water as conventional heat transfer fluids are not favorable due to approximately low thermal conductivities. Therefore, a lot of endeavors have been carried out with the aim of improving the thermal properties of these fluids by applying different enhancement methods. In this way, applying nanofluids can be mentioned as the most appealing approaches [18] [19] [20] . Generally, the efficient heat transfer can be obtained by using nanofluids with higher thermal properties, which leads to low-cost and energyefficient heat transfer appliances. As an example, the comparison of applying nanofluids in a heat exchanger and its base fluid expresses an augmentation in heat transfer coefficient with the help of using nanofluids [21] [22] [23] .
higher than their oxide and hundreds times higher than metallic nanomaterial utilized in nanofluids [24] [25] [26] .
In the past few years, a great number of efforts have been carried out with the aim of applying nanofluids in different thermal engineering issues [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Adding nanoparticles with higher thermal conductivity to the base fluid increases the thermal properties and higher thermal conductivity can be achieved. Different metallic and non-metallic nanoparticles with the average sizes of 100 nm are added to the base fluid. Additionally, more compact designs and energy-efficient systems can be achieved in heat exchangers and refrigeration systems, respectively, with the help of using nanofluids. Other thermal applications in which nanofluids are utilized can be enumerated as photovoltaic thermal and thermal storage systems. The thermal conductivity of the nanofluids is affected by many factors like particle type, shape, and size, the thermal conductivity of nanoparticles and the base fluid. Among various particles, the higher thermal conductivity belongs to carbon nanotubes (CNT) [36] [37] .
A research was conducted by Ding et al in which they researched on CNT nanofluids and the increase of convection heat transfer. They did the experiment under constant heat flow and laminar regime circumstances and they found that using this nanofluid with the concentration of 0.5 % wt CNT brought about 350 % enhancement in heat transfer rate at Re=800 [38] . Wang et al by utilizing 0.05 % and 0.24 % volume concentration of CNT/water nanofluid saw that 70 % and 190 % heat exchange improvement was acquired in a flat cylinder when Re number was equal to 120. A few investigations on finless heat exchangers were carried out in order to find Nusselt number of shell side [39] . A few relationships were derived by Alimoradi et al. [40] , to estimate the Nusselt number of these sort of heat exchanger. According to the literature review, by using size and volume fraction of solid phase in addition to temperature accurate predictive models are achievable for a single nanofluid [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . In this article, the data were gathered from different studies [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] to achieve a comprehensive model applicable in various operating conditions. The present study estimates the amount of the thermal conductivity of a CNT/Water system by utilizing three methods of soft computing techniques like MLP-ANN, ANFIS, LSSVM, and RBF-ANN.
THEORY

Multilayer perceptron artificial neural network (MLP-ANN)
A type of feedforward artificial neural network constructed from nodes, layers and neurons in each layer is named multilayer perceptron (MLP). Every single node and its connection are called an artificial neuron. The signals sent through connections among nodes can be processed with the help of these neurons. In overall, the determination of the output contributed to each artificial neuron is obtained with the help of the neuron by using a non-linear summation of inputs of neuron [51] . Additionally, MLP can be differentiated from a linear perceptron with the help of its multiple layers and nonlinear activation.
Equations (1) to (3) show some of the most used functions in ANNs:
Presented equations are representing a linear function, a sigmoid function and a hyperbolic tangent function, respectively.
A supervised learning method named backpropagation is used by MLP in order to train. The errors' backward propagation is the succinct format of backpropagation due to the backward distribution of a computed error at the output throughout the network's layers [52] . It is widely utilized for training deep neural networks.
ANN method uses a back propagation algorithm to develop a learning ability. This method takes the benefit of nonlinear functions as its activation function. MLP-ANN can be categorized as a feed-forward neural network [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] .
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
Even though the fuzzy logic introduced by Zadeh [58] has been used for describing complex systems and been favorably applied in different problems, lack of systematic proceeding to design a fuzzy controller can be mentioned as its major problem. On the other hand, learning from the environment (input-output pairs) and self-organizing its structure can be stated as a capability of a neural network [59] .
ANFIS strategy utilizes the Takagi-Sugeno structure in order to explain the nonlinear reliance of inputted data and the results [60] . A schematic of the ANFIS structure is presented in Figure 1 . Suppose a system with two inputs of X1 and X2, in an ordinary ANFIS structure, if-then principles will be defined as:
where f demonstrate outputs and for i=1 and i=2, Ai and Bi represent logic sets for inputted X1 and X2 parameters and is supposed that in for each output (f) logic sets be equal to the inputted data. The whole nodes in the first layer are considered to be adaptive. The layer 1's outputs are the inputs' fuzzy membership grade, which are provided with:
where O is representing the output. In present work the Gaussian membership was used. An optimization procedure is necessary to optimize the parameters of membership functions. The nodes in the second layer are considered to be fixed. Their label M indicates which they operate as a simple multiplier.
The following equation (10) expresses the outputs of this layer:
2 is the so-called firing strengths of the rules. The nodes in the third layer are also considered to be fixed. Their label N indicates which they perform a normalization role to the firing strengths from the previous layer: i=1, 2 (11) The nodes in the fourth layer are considered to be adaptive. The normalized firing strength and a first order polynomial's product (for a first order Sugeno model) is the output of each node in this layer. Therefore, this layer's outputs can be provided by: (12) The only one single fixed node exists in the fifth layer labeled with S. All incoming signals' summation is performed with the help of this node. Thus, the following equation describes the model's overall output: 
Least squares support vector machine (LSSVM)
In function estimation and pattern recognition problems, support vector machines are so favorable. It is a supervised learning system which is used to classify and analyze data. The SVM method uses a function which is given by:
b and ω and are a constant coefficient and weight vector which are obtained from the data of training step. Below equations are used to determine their optimal value [61] . (15) where "Min" is the cost function. With the end goal of calculating the most precise results, minimization of the cost function is needed. Equation 16 represents the constraints which are applied to the cost function: (16) where n th input is denoted by xn and its output is expressed by yn. ε is the maximum acceptable error for the function, and and * show the margin of acceptable error.
Suykenes and Vandewalle did a modification on the SVM method in order to reach the result more easily than by an SVM method. They developed the least squares SVM model [62] . In their method the cost function was changed as follows: (17) And applied constraint was defined as:
where en is the error variable and γ is the tuning function. Additionally, The Lagrangian function for this method can be defined as:
where An is Lagrangian coefficients. Eventually, the results of the optimization procedures are determined by:
The radial basis function (RBF) must be determined to complete the tuning procedure. The current study utilizes the following equation as RB function: (21) In this equation tuning of σ 2 and in addition to that, optimization of γ are needed. In this point with the aim of optimization, the differences between real and estimated values must be minimized:
where in this formulation N represents the number of values? Figure 2 depicts a schematic structure of the PSO-LSSVM approach.
Figure 2. A schematic illustration of PSO-LSSVM
RBF-ANN
The configuration of an RBF-ANN system is similar to the structure of MLP-ANN, but a complex RBF function is applied to the hidden layers. The result of RBF-ANN is:
where x is an input pattern, yi(x) is i th output, wki is the weight of connection from the kth interior element to the ith element of outcome layer. ‖ ‖ represents the Euclidean norm and ck is the archetype of the middle of the kth interior element. Conventionally, the RBF (φ) is picked out as the Gaussian operator which is presented below.
The radius (r) and center (c) are parameters of Gaussian RBF. Away from the center, it decreases uniformly. Vice versa, a multi quadric RBF increases uniformly with distance from the center (see Eq. 25).
METHODOLOGY
Pre-analysis phase
In the current paper, three analysis and model building procedures were applied for estimating the nanofluid's thermal conductivity. Figure 3 shows the bubble curve of thermal conductivity versus the mass fraction and temperature in which the size of each bubble is dependent on the size of particles. Resulted data form experimental section of the study at the first step are used to train the models. Just about 25 % of data are used to test the models. A normalization process according to the equation 26 was done to normalize data:
where x is the value of the n th parameter. The absolute value of will be less than unity. The other values are fed to the neural network systems and the models are built to predict the thermal conductivity as the main output. 
Outlier detection
On the condition of implementing statistical approaches or training machine learning algorithms, outliers or anomalies could be mentioned as a severe concern. They are generally made due to the measurements' errors or excellent systems conditions, as the result cannot illustrate the prevailing functioning of the underlying system. Certainly, applying an outlier removal phase before proceeding with additional investigation can be stated as the exceptional practice. The leverage value procedure applied as an outlier detection method in this study. The Hat and the residual values of any input were calculated. The following formulation applied to calculate the Hat matrix:
X is a matrix of size N×P, where N represents the total number of data points and P denotes the number of input parameters. T and -l are transposed and inverse operators, respectively. The standardized residual value of each data point calculated and employed to plot standardized values versus hat values, called Williams plot. A warning leverage value is also defined using the following expression: * = 3( +1) (28) A rectangular area restricted to R=±3 and 0≤H≤H* is considered as the feasible region.
Model development and verification methodology
In order develop corresponding models pre-mentioned methods (MLP-ANN, LSSVM and ANFIS) were used and the models accuracy were examined Using statistical approaches. Three main evaluating parameters were used to calculate the error and estimate the accuracy of the results. Equations 29 to 33 are some of these methods that are used in the present study. All of them are used to evaluate the proposed models by measuring the differences between real and modelled data.
where X is a property, N shows the total data points, real. is a notation for experimental values and mod. is showing the modelled values. ̅ is the mean value of experimentally calculate thermal conductivity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed MLP-ANN, RBF-ANN, ANFIS, and LSSVM strategies were associated with common optimization algorithms like Levenberg Marquardt and particle swarm optimization (PSO). The detailed information of MLP-ANN including the number of neurons in hidden and output layers are listed in Table 1 .
In this table the amount of weight parameter for different inputs (temperature, mass fraction and diameter of CNTs) and also the bias numbers for the interior and the output layers is presented. In association with ANFIS strategy, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method is utilized to determine optimum parameters. Training results of membership functions for different parameters and various clusters are demonstrated in Figure 4 , where the plot of degree of membership versus average diameter of particles, mass fraction and temperature are illustrated. Detailed information about the proposed models such as used membership and activation functions, number of clusters, interior and exterior layers and the optimization methods are reported in Table 2 . Two kind of tuning parameters (γ and σ2) were used in the LSSVM machine. The optimized values for γ and σ2 are 57857.45 and 0.25784, respectively. 
Model validation results
We applied both graphical and statistical approaches to evaluate the models' performances regarding the estimation of the thermal conductivity. Figure 5 illustrates the MSE error for the MLP-ANN method. By increasing the number of iterations, MSE error was decreased to a final value of 2×10-3. Figure 6 demonstrate the performance of the LM algorithm to MSE for RBF-ANN approach. RBF-approach shows a more rapid decreasing in MSE than the MLP-ANN and finally gave a zero error after iteration number 30. Figure 7 shows information about the performance of ANFIS method evaluated by PSO approach. Figure 8 plots the resulted thermal conductivities obtained from proposed models. In this figure the results of prediction are plotted verses data index and shows the training and testing procedure results. From this figure in can be seen that the LSSVM and RBF-ANN had a better prediction capability and led to more precise results. The coefficient of determination (R2) indicates how close predicted values are to experimental values. This parameter usually lies between 0 and 1.0. Closer values to unity indicate more accurate predictions. Near unity coefficients of determination for proposed models, represent their capability in predicting the thermal conductivity. As is demonstrate in different parts of Figure 9 , the regression diagram of experimental and estimated values shows an R2 coefficient of 0.9806 and 0.9786 for training and testing sections of the ANFIS method in part a, and in the b, c and d parts of the diagram, coefficients of determination were 0.9893& 0.9967 and 0.9974 & 0.9992 and 0.9996& 0.9989 for training and testing part of MLP-ANN, RBF-ANN and LSSVM models. The majority of data points for both training and testing datasets are concentrated around the Y=X line which implies the accurate predictions of the proposed models. In addition to the conclusion derived from figure 8, figure 9 also verifies the accurateness and the prediction capability of LSSVM and the RBF-ANN approaches. Different parts of Figure 10 illustrate the percentage of the relative deviation for developed models. It was observed that the LSSVM model had the best accuracy than the others and its relative deviation does not exceed from 5 percent band. Relative deviation of RBF-ANN also lies between +6 and -8 percent. 6 . The performance of the LM algorithm according to MSE in different iterations for the RBF-ANN Detection of suspicious dataset for different models were done based on pre-mentioned strategy of outlier detection and results are illustrated in Figure 11 . According to these analyses, based on various plots of standard residual versus Hat values, in ANFIS, MLP-ANN, RBF-ANN and LSSVM approaches 6, 3, 4 and 9 data were considered as outliers. 
Sensitivity analysis
A bunch of Sensitivity analyses were carried out to find out how each input parameter affects the target variable, namely the thermal conductivity. Quantitative effect of each parameter calculated using a relevancy factor defined by the following expression: (34) where N, Xk,i, Yi, X ̅ k, Y ̅ are the total number of data points, ith input value of the kth parameter, ith output value, average value of the kth input parameter, and mean value of the output parameter, respectively. The relevancy factor lays between -1 and +1 which higher absolute values represent the higher effect of the corresponding parameter. Positive effect reflects the target variable's increment as a specific input parameter increases, while the negative effect reflects the target variable's decrement as a specific input parameter increases. From three main input parameters, temperature and the mass fraction showed direct impact on the results; meanwhile, the average diameter showed reverse reflect on the thermal conductivity which means any increase in average diameter of CNT nanoparticles leads to reduction of thermal conductivity. Figure 12 illustrates the sensitivity analysis results, which temperature had the highest positive effects with relevancy factor of 0.67. 
CONCLUSION
Enhancement of heat transfer rates with the lowest utilization of energy attracted a lot of attention during recent decades. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as promising nanomaterials and have been in the center of attention. In the present study, four soft computing based approaches including MLP-ANN, ANFIS and LSSVM and RBF-ANN were used in order to model the amount of thermal conductivity of CNT-Water nanofluid system. Among MLP-ANN, ANFIS and LSSVM and RBF-ANN methods, it was found that the LSSVM produced better results with the lowest deviation factor and reflected the most accurate responses. The regression diagram of experimental and estimated values shows the R2 coefficient of 0.9806 and 0.9789 for training and testing sections of the ANFIS method in part a, and also in the b, c and d parts of the diagram, coefficients of determination were 0.9893& 0.9967 and 0.9974 & 0.9992 and 0.9996& 0.9989 for training and testing part of MLP-ANN, RBF-ANN and LSSVM models. Furthermore, LSSVM model had the best accuracy than the others and its relative deviation does not exceed from 5 percent band. Relative deviation of RBF-ANN also lies between +6 and -8 percent. Results from sensitivity analysis revealed that temperature and the mass fraction had direct impact on the results; meanwhile, the average diameter showed reverse reflect on the thermal conductivity which means any increase in average diameter of CNT nanoparticles leads to reduction of thermal conductivity. The Presented study can be worthy to reach a better understanding of nanofluids and their applications in heat transfer phenomenon especially when a high level of performance is needed.
